
I am The Midnight Zone and bioluminescence

From the deep ocean, dark as night, with detritus falling silently like snow

I am the sharp teeth

I am super silent, floating and gliding, twinkling lights in the distant water

I am bats and black cats

From doing spooky stuff

I am “Why did the vampire want to be an artist?”

From “...Because he liked to draw blood”

I am plankton pizza and jellyfish fries

I am glowing candelabras and silky sea spiderwebs

I am the sharp teeth

Villian Brainstorm: I AM Poem



Origin
What is your character’s name? Jimmy the Sad Shark
Describe your character. What is it? Salmon Shark
Where does your character live? The Sunlight Zone

Personality
What was your character like as a baby before they became a villain? Sad
What makes your character ANGRY? No one coming to his birthday party
What makes your character HAPPY? Video games

Goals
What does your character want more than anything in the world? A friend
Why does your character want this? He never had any
How does this goal make your character known as a villain? He is sad and grumpy

Answer the following questions about your villain. Then, use your 
answers to fill in the blanks of the origin story for your original 
character. 



Once upon a time, there was a Salmon Shark named  
Jimmy who wanted a friend  because he never had any. 

Before they were mean and grumpy, they used to want to  
have a big birthday party. 

But now, Jimmy  only has no party and tries to play  
basketball and soccer so that he can find a friend. 

In The Sunlight Zone, Jimmy will always be known as  
The Sad Salmon Shark.



Character Sketch
Consider how you will use your character’s design to express her or his emotions, person-
ality and story!

Consider:
Body Shape
Facial features
Clothing 
Hair
Posture
Color scheme 

Tips to keep in mind:
Exaggerate 
Organic vs. Geometric shapes
Origin Story


